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All parts meet OEM quality standards, and in most cases exceed the quality of the original
product. If you receive an incorrect item from us, we will immediately pay for return shipment
and send you the correct item. If the part we ship to you arrives in damaged or non-working
condition, we will ship another item out to you immediately. Our prices are hands-down some of
the lowest you'll find on the net. If you find a product sold for a lower price by another vendor,
we will beat or match their price. We know how important it is for you to be back on the road, so
we strive to make your buying experience as easy and fast as possible. Start Here. Please Wait
All All Coupe Sedan Wagon. All Front. All 2. Correct Item Guaranteed If you receive an incorrect
item from us, we will immediately pay for return shipment and send you the correct item. Item in
Good Condition Guaranteed If the part we ship to you arrives in damaged or non-working
condition, we will ship another item out to you immediately. Fast Shipping Guaranteed Most
orders are shipped out the same day as they're received. Best Price Guaranteed Our prices are
hands-down some of the lowest you'll find on the net. Trusted brands. Fast Shipping. Secure
Shopping. Our mission We know how important it is for you to be back on the road, so we strive
to make your buying experience as easy and fast as possible. Bolt Checkout. Coupe Sedan
Wagon. Shop OEM parts from your local dealership. Toggle navigation Parts. TRD Wheels Alert!
Keep it real. Keep it Toyota. Your Nearest Online Dealers. Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance:
Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Select a category or accessories. Categories Select a
Category. Shop Exterior Accessories. Shop Interior Accessories. Featured Parts and
Accessories. Blackout Emblem Overlays. Exterior Emblem. PT : Blackout Emblem Overlays.
Predator Tube Step - Access Cab. Mudguards - Front and Rear. Lower Rocker Applique - Black.
Exterior Applique. Take genuine care of your Toyota with Genuine Toyota Parts. As a Toyota
owner, you know you can depend on your vehicle for many miles to come. Toyota OEM parts
will give you both peace of mind and total confidence for all those miles. Explore Toyota Parts
Online and shop an authorized dealer for all the spare parts and accessories you need. Nobody
knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that match your vehicle
perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment, technical data,
performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information available at time of
publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U. While every
reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any
errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a
sales representative. All information applies to U. Troubleshoot your Toyota Camry Engine
Splash Shield Toyota Camry engine splash shields often don't get a lot of love from their car
owners. Most of them won't know that they actually have a pair of car parts that protects their
engines from the debris they drive over while simultaneously increasing the airflow. These
shields make sure that small puddles don't cause immediate engine failure. Finally, they can
prevent rust from forming on the metal components underneath the Camry's hood. Yet, for all of
these functions, most owners will only find out about their splash shields when there's a
problem. By then, they'll be clamoring to just get rid of the shields altogether instead of
repairing or replacing these important parts. You shouldn't be one of those owners. Instead,
you should check on your Toyota Camry engine splash shields when you encounter a few
troubling signs. If you notice that your Toyota Camry engine splash shield touches the ground
even as it's still attached to your car, it could be because it was partially pulled out while you
were driving through a thick obstacle like deep snow. Doing so has broken some of the eight
hold-down clips that attach the shield to your car. While you can temporarily use twine, rope, or
zip ties to keep the shield from dragging, you'll need to replace these inexpensive clips. You
don't need to replace the shield in this case if it isn't torn. If you hear strange noises while
driving, pull over to a safe place and inspect your Toyota. Those strange noises can be caused
by an engine splash shield that's been warped after an oil maintenance service. You'll need to
replace the shield if this happens. If the engine splash shield has fallen into the timing change
sprocket, causing bent valves, chipped pistons, and a totaled engine, then this rather rare
problem could have two causes. On one hand, it could simply be due to an error on your part
while attempting to do a few maintenance procedures. On the other hand, it could be due to the
engine's heat that caused the splash shield to warp and fail. It blocks water splashes, road
debris, and other harmful contaminants from underneath the car. The different Toyota Camry
engine splash shield forms are split-type splash shield, one-piece engine splash shield and
two-part splash shield with inner and outer sections. An engine splash shield is necessary to
avoid water splash from reaching your engine bay. Engine splash shields are good for
unexpected road trips. Of all the most celebrated nameplates in the compact car market from
until , most argue that the Toyota Camry is among the few that tops the chart. It was the
replacement for the rear-wheel drive Corona compact car, and was later on built on a bigger
midsize platform. Over 53, units were sold in the first year it was introduced. Now, it has a

nine-year streak of being the best-selling midsize sedan in the country. The Toyota Camry is
praised for its engine, which is more powerful than most of its segment-rivals. For the engine to
stay pristine, it needs a protection, which we all know as the hood. However, the hood only
covers the engine from the top and not underneath. This is where the engine splash shield
enters the frame. The undercarriage of a car is the most perfect entry point for harmful
contaminants to enter and compromise various components. It protects the engine from water
splashes and other harmful contaminants, just like how the fender liner protects metal parts in
the wheel well. Toyota Camry engine splash shields come in various forms and sizes,
depending on the year model. Newer generations feature split-splash shield design, which
consists of the driver and passenger side panel. Two-piece engine splash covers are cheaper to
deal with individually than a larger one-piece panel. Older models have outer and inner
sections, which are covered by front and center splash shields. It prevents damages on the
bottom of your engine block by shielding it from bump hits, branches, and tire debris that you
might stumble upon on the road. Without it, you could be facing deterioration on the metal
components from under your car without being aware of it. Engine repair is one of the most
expensive repair jobs you can face as a car owner. In fact, any damage or issue involving your
engine will hurt your wallet pretty bad. Aside from water splashes, beware of any form of road
debris. While water splashes cause gradual consequences, road debris deals direct and
immediate damage to the components. Keep in mind that most of the parts of your car are made
of thin sheets of metal. Hitting a random branch on the highway at high speed can be fatal to the
oil pan and other neighboring components. The engine splash shield offers a first line of
protection to absorb much of the impact. An engine splash shield in good condition is perfect
for short, unexpected off-road detours. Finding the compatible OE replacement engine splash
shield is easy; just specify the year, make, and model of your car on the filter tab. Once done
properly, you will be provided with an organized list of products that fit your specific year
model. Lastly, you can sort the results from lowest to highest price. While it is possible to
DIY-install an engine splash cover, we still recommend letting a mechanic do it for you for
proper fitting and installation. Is driving with a damaged engine splash shield bad for your car?
It depends on the situation. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Toyota Camry Engine Splash Shield. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:.
Engine Splash Shield part. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Display item:. Sort by:.
Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RBT Part
Number: T Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Feb 11, It worked great. Weather shield was
installed by my mechanic without any problems. Good product. Donnie Atwell. Purchased on
Jan 28, Feb 08, Received, installed with no problems. Robert Hill Sr. Purchased on Jan 23, Feb
01, This was difficult to track down. Finally found it here at a good price. Arrived quickly.
Installed easily, hardware not included. Tim Gearhart. Purchased on Jan 20, Show More. What
are the different Toyota Camry engine splash shield forms? Why is the engine splash shield
necessary? Choosing the right engine splash shield for your Toyota Camry How much is a
Toyota Camry engine splash shield? Driving with a damaged engine splash shield. The engine
splash shield drags on the ground If you notice that your Toyota Camry engine splash shield
touches the ground even as it's still attached to your car, it could be because it was partially
pulled out while you were driving through a thick obstacle like deep snow. The engine splash
shield makes weird noises If you hear strange noises while driving, pull over to a safe place and
inspect your Toyota. The engine splash shield has broken other car parts If the engine splash
shield has fallen into the timing change sprocket, causing bent valves, chipped pistons, and a
totaled engine, then this rather rare problem could have two causes. What is an engine splash
cover? Choosing the right engine splash shield for your Toyota Camry. How much is a Toyota
Camry engine splash shield? Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Replace an Engine Splash
Shield Meanwhile, worn out, broken, or missing fasteners can leave the engine splash shield
partially hanging down and possibly even scraping the road. This problem is common among
cars with splash shields that were designed to be removed for oil changes. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Engine Splash Shi
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eld part. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add

to cart. Part Number: RBT Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Feb 05, Works fine and
matches OEM part. Fits perfectly go it installed by a mechanic so don't know if it had any flaws
but have not shown any issues. Sunil Shah. Purchased on Dec 30, It fits perfectly and quality
wise is comparable, may not be as stiff as original but works, had it installed by mechanic so
don't know much about installation or any issue. Dec 10, Car parts came in on time, but it was
folded in half. Jose David Arroyo Flores. Purchased on Aug 28, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. How to Replace an Engine Splash Shield To avoid the consequences of these
issues, replace your engine splash shield immediately. Engine Splash Shield Replacement
Guide. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

